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ABSTRACT

Objective In this study, we aim to compare shared decision-making (SDM) knowledge and attitudes between US-based physician assistants (PAs), nurse practitioners (NPs) and physicians across surgical and family medicine specialties.

Setting We administered a cross-sectional, web-based survey between 20 September 2017 and 1 November 2017.

Participants 272 US-based NPs, PA and physicians completed the survey. 250 physicians were sent a generic email invitation to participate, of whom 100 completed the survey. 3300 NPs and PAs were invited, among whom 172 completed the survey. Individuals who met the following exclusion criteria were excluded from participation: (1) lack of English proficiency; (2) area of practice other than family medicine or surgery; (3) licensure other than physician, PA or NP; (4) practicing in a country other than the US.

Results We found few substantial differences in SDM knowledge and attitudes across clinician types, revealing positive attitudes across the sample paired with low to moderate knowledge. Family medicine professionals (PAs) were most knowledgeable on several items. Very few respondents (3%; 95% CI 1.5% to 6.2%) favoured a paternalistic approach to decision-making.

Conclusions Recent policy-level promotion of SDM may have influenced positive clinician attitudes towards SDM. Positive attitudes despite limited knowledge warrant SDM training across occupations and specialties, while encouraging all clinicians to promote SDM. Given positive attitudes and similar knowledge across clinician types, we recommend that SDM is not confined to the patient-physician dyad but instead advocated among other health professionals.

INTRODUCTION

Team-based care is defined as "the provision of health services to individuals, families and/or their communities by at least two health providers".1 This model is increasingly prominent across the healthcare delivery spectrum, with advanced practice clinicians such as nurse practitioners (NPs) and physician assistants (PAs), who have their own patient panels, order and perform tests and procedures and prescribe medications, working alongside physicians from cardiology wards to primary care clinics.2 3 Yet, little is known about the congruence of team members’ perceptions regarding approaches to healthcare practice and communication such as shared decision-making (SDM).

Prior research has explored similarities and differences in care delivered by physicians and advanced practice clinicians.4–6 However, little attention has been given to differences between professions specific to patient-centred attitudes or behaviour. Swan and colleagues found NPs and physicians to receive comparable patient satisfaction ratings in primary care settings,4 while Hojat and colleagues found hospital-based NPs to attain significantly higher empathy scores than hospital-based physicians on the previously validated Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy.5 Further, Laurant and colleagues found NPs and PAs to achieve similar clinical outcomes to those of physicians when working in physician-like roles.6 Advanced practice clinicians bring diverse clinical backgrounds and valuable perspectives to patient-centred care while maintaining patient satisfaction...
and clinical outcomes similar to those of their physician colleagues.

SDM, a process by which clinicians and patients make decisions together using the best available evidence about the likely benefits and harms of each option, and where patients are supported to arrive at informed preferences, is considered to be a key component of patient-centred care.\(^2\)\(^9\) However, while the number of advanced practice clinicians participating in routine patient care in the USA doubled in the 1990s,\(^10\) prior SDM research has largely focused on the patient-physician dyad without accounting for roles of other team members.\(^11\)\(^13\) A review by Clark and colleagues takes stock of the SDM literature and suggests that registered nurses are well-suited to engage in SDM, but does not contribute additional empirical evidence on the topic.\(^12\) Légaré and colleagues developed and validated an interprofessional model for SDM,\(^11\)\(^13\) but did not assess its impact on SDM among a range of clinician types. Further, previous literature has identified high patient-orientation among primary care physicians and lower patient-orientation among surgeons.\(^14\) For this reason, we focus on comparing family medicine and surgical care specialties across several healthcare professions.

A gap exists in the literature examining attitudes and knowledge about SDM among a diverse group of surgical and primary care clinicians, including physicians, NPs and PAs. Early streams of research in the area of SDM and team-based care, paired with growth and increased focus on the role of advanced practice clinicians in the US, raises important questions about SDM knowledge and attitudes across the varied roles of healthcare team members. In this study, we aim to compare SDM knowledge and attitudes between US-based PAs, NPs and physicians across surgical and family medicine specialties.

**METHOD**

This study was designed and reported according to the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys.\(^15\) We administered a voluntary, cross-sectional, web-based survey to members of an internet panel of healthcare providers organised by SERMO, a healthcare market research company.

**Survey design**

Survey development drew on a review of existing literature and was derived from another cross-sectional, web-based survey administered to medical students in four countries.\(^16\) The first iteration of the online survey was developed in 2013 and piloted in a small-scale online study conducted in the UK, recruiting medical students through online forums.\(^16\) It was subsequently refined and reworded for Durand’s study of medical students’ attitudes and knowledge about SDM, then revised for the current study.\(^16\)

The current web-based survey included 28 items presented over 14 screens, each of which included a ‘back’ button that allowed for review of prior survey screens. The first question was open-ended, asking participants to define SDM. The following screen provided a definition of SDM adapted from Elwyn et al.\(^7\) Ten attitudinal items with a 4-option Likert-type response scale (1=strongly disagree; 4=strongly agree) were informed by established barriers and facilitators to SDM\(^17\)\(^22\) and included one item from the Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy.\(^5\) Ten subsequent true-false knowledge items were based on prior literature detailing SDM process and outcomes.\(^23\)\(^27\) A final multiple-choice item presented a generic clinical scenario and asked which response option best matched how the respondent would make his or her treatment decision, with response options based on Emanuel’s four models of the physician-patient relationship.\(^28\) The clinical scenario was initially drafted by experts in SDM with input from clinicians for Durand’s study of medical students’ attitudes and knowledge about SDM.\(^16\) It was revised for the current study to be made more generic and applicable to multiple fields and practices. The survey closed with two demographic items asking participant gender and number of years in practice. See supplementary appendix A1 for the questionnaire.

No more than 10 items were included on any single screen. Participants were required to respond to each item in order to continue through the survey. To attenuate bias from order effects, item order was randomised for (1) the 10 attitudinal items and (2) the 10 knowledge items. Response option order was randomised for the multiple-choice item. The web-based survey was pretested for accuracy, usability and technical functionality by three members of the research team prior to fielding.

**Patient involvement**

As the survey focused on knowledge and attitudes among clinicians, patients were not directly involved in the design or administration of this research study.

**Participants**

Participants were US-based PAs, NPs and physicians including doctors of medicine (MD) and doctors of osteopathic medicine (DO), all of whom work in family medicine or surgery. Screening questions were included at the beginning of the survey to exclude respondents meeting the following exclusion criteria: (1) lack of English proficiency; (2) area of practice other than family medicine or surgery; (3) licensure other than physician, PA or NP; (4) practicing in a country other than the US.

This focus on clinicians specialising in family medicine and surgery was intended to pursue maximum variation in SDM knowledge and attitudes among our sample of healthcare professionals, as there is evidence of high patient-orientation among primary care physicians and lower patient-orientation among surgeons.\(^14\) Inclusion of physicians, NPs and PAs was intended to further explore differences in patient-centeredness and empathy between professions demonstrated in prior research.\(^5\)\(^29\)
Given the novelty of the survey instrument, we lacked an effect size estimate on which to base sample size calculations. We therefore followed an established rule of thumb recommending a minimum sample size of 50 per comparison group.\textsuperscript{30} Our goal was therefore to recruit 50 participants per clinician type (ie, family medicine physician, surgery physician, family medicine PA, surgery PA, family medicine NP, surgery NP) to total 300 participants and allow the recommended but flexible minimum of 5–10 observations per parameter in logistic regression analysis.\textsuperscript{31 32}

### Procedure

To advertise the survey, SERMO distributed email invitations to members of its survey panel; see online supplementary appendix A2 for the email invitation. Within the email invitation, participants were offered cash honoraria which, per SERMO policy, varied in amount up to $30 on completion of the survey to incentivise participation. The survey weblink within the email invitation led to an information sheet that included an estimated time commitment for survey completion (5 min). The information sheet also provided information about the purpose of the study, the name of the principal investigator, data security (ie, the research team will not have access to participants’ personal information) and confirmation that further participation in the survey represented consent to participate in the research study. SERMO tracked and ensured unique responses through a postsubmission log file check via internal server-side script. Completeness checks were done via Javascript prior to questionnaire submission. Only complete questionnaires were included in the analysis.

### Data analysis

Due to our maximum-variation sampling approach, we did not weight or otherwise adjust the data. For closed-ended item responses, we calculated frequencies and descriptive statistics to allow comparison across clinician groups. We calculated SDM knowledge scores (0–10) representing the number of correct true-false knowledge responses for each participant. We compared mean knowledge scores across responses to the multiple choice item representing Emanuel’s four models of the physician-patient relationship\textsuperscript{28} as well as by response to the SDM definition item. Through multiple logistic regression analysis followed by postestimation z-tests, we assessed differences in individual SDM knowledge item responses by profession and area of practice while controlling for previous formal SDM training, clinician gender, preferred decision-making approach and number of years in practice. We calculated the average predicted probability of expressing a favourable attitude about SDM for each item while adjusting for all other variables in the model. Statistical significance was defined by an alpha level ≤0.05.

For the single open-ended item (defining SDM), one member of the research team coded responses as adequate if they explicitly mentioned both patient and clinician involvement in decision-making; all other responses were coded as inadequate and/or incomplete. All responses were further coded to indicate whether SDM definitions mentioned incorporating evidence in deciding what to do next with the patient. This coding system was based on Elwyn’s definition of SDM as an ‘approach where physicians and patients make decisions together, using the best available evidence about the likely benefits and harms of each option, and where patients are supported to arrive at informed preferences’.\textsuperscript{7} Another member of the research team coded all open-ended responses based on common language and content. The first researcher analysed all dual-coded data to identify themes arising from respondents’ SDM definitions.

### Results

#### Participants

A total of 250 physicians received generic email invitations to participate in the survey, of whom 100 completed the survey. A total of 3300 NPs and PAs were invited, among whom 172 completed the survey. In total, 272 individuals completed the survey between 20 September 2017 and 1 November 2017. Among those accessing the survey link, the rate of initial agreement to participate was 98.6%, with 703 of the 713 who accessed the survey agreeing to participate. Of those who agreed to participate, 74% met all inclusion criteria and were eligible to proceed (518/703). The completion rate was 38.7%, with 272 of the 703 individuals who agreed to participate being eligible for participation and fully completing the survey. With regard to survey non-completers, 15 dropped out in the first several screening items establishing eligibility, 230 were excluded from participation because their respective quotas were full at the time they accessed the survey, 149 were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criterion requiring a specialisation in family medicine or surgery and one person dropped out in the main body of the survey.

By clinician type, 50 surgical NPs, 54 family medicine NPs, 16 surgical PAs, 52 family medicine PAs, 50 surgeons and 50 family medicine physicians completed the survey. Participants averaged 13.41 years in practice, with 26.5% (72/272; 95% CI 21.3 to 32.1) receiving previous formal SDM training. A full demographic profile of participants is provided in table 1.

---

Mean knowledge scores, representing the average number of knowledge items answered correctly and ranging 0–10, appeared to be similar across all professions and clinical specialties based on descriptive statistics. Mean knowledge scores were relatively consistent across responses to the multiple-choice item representing four models of the physician-patient relationship. The few respondents ($n=9$) favouring a paternalistic approach demonstrated the least SDM knowledge (5.11; 95% CI 3.51 to 6.72) and respondents favouring deliberative (5.92; 95% CI 5.68 to 6.16) and informative (5.92; 95% CI 5.69 to 6.14) approaches had the highest average knowledge scores. Descriptions of the four models of the physician-patient relationship are available under the ‘Preferred approach to decision-making’ subheading below. Mean knowledge scores were also consistent across those who had (6.04; 95% CI 5.79 to 6.29) and had not reported to have (5.82; 95% CI 5.62 to 6.01) previously received SDM training.

As shown in figure 1, surgical NPs averaged 5.6 (SD 1.2) correct responses out of 10 total items, family medicine NPs 5.9 (SD 1.2) correct responses, surgical PAs 5.8 (SD 0.9) correct responses, family medicine PAs 6.0 (SD 1.6) correct responses, surgeons 5.8 (SD 1.4) correct responses and family medicine physicians 6.2 (SD 1.3) correct responses. With regard to individual knowledge items, few participants from any profession or clinical specialty correctly identified that there is limited evidence of the impact of SDM on treatment adherence (27.6%; 95% CI 26.0% to 24.0%).

**Table 1** Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surgical NP (n=50)</th>
<th>Family medicine NP (n=54)</th>
<th>Surgical PA (n=16)</th>
<th>Family medicine PA (n=52)</th>
<th>Surgeon (n=50)</th>
<th>Family medicine physician (n=50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78.0%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in practice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>12.94 (10.45 to 15.43)</td>
<td>11.43 (9.22 to 13.63)</td>
<td>11.13 (5.97 to 16.28)</td>
<td>10.85 (8.85 to 12.84)</td>
<td>14.98 (12.21 to 17.75)</td>
<td>17.86 (15.07 to 20.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previous formal SDM training</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>48.0%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NPs, nurse practitioners; PAs, physician assistants; SDM, shared decision-making.

**SDM knowledge**

**Knowledge by profession and clinical specialty**

Mean knowledge scores, representing the average number of knowledge items answered correctly and ranging 0–10, appeared to be similar across all professions and clinical specialties based on descriptive statistics. Mean knowledge scores were relatively consistent across responses to the multiple-choice item representing four models of the physician-patient relationship. The few respondents ($n=9$) favouring a paternalistic approach demonstrated the least SDM knowledge (5.11; 95% CI 3.51 to 6.72) and respondents favouring deliberative (5.92; 95% CI 5.68 to 6.16) and informative (5.92; 95% CI 5.69 to 6.14) approaches had the highest average knowledge scores. Descriptions of the four models of the physician-patient relationship are available under the ‘Preferred approach to decision-making’ subheading below. Mean knowledge scores were also consistent across those who had (6.04; 95% CI 5.79 to 6.29) and had not reported to have (5.82; 95% CI 5.62 to 6.01) previously received SDM training.

As shown in figure 1, surgical NPs averaged 5.6 (SD 1.2) correct responses out of 10 total items, family medicine NPs 5.9 (SD 1.2) correct responses, surgical PAs 5.8 (SD 0.9) correct responses, family medicine PAs 6.0 (SD 1.6) correct responses, surgeons 5.8 (SD 1.4) correct responses and family medicine physicians 6.2 (SD 1.3) correct responses. With regard to individual knowledge items, few participants from any profession or clinical specialty correctly identified that there is limited evidence of the impact of SDM on treatment adherence (27.6%; 95% CI 26.0% to 24.0%).

**Figure 1** Knowledge scores by clinician type. NP, nurse practitioner; PA, physician assistant.

Differences between professions and clinical specialties were identified at the individual item level, including when adjusted for participants’ demographic and personal characteristics (see figure 2). When asked whether using SDM interventions results in fewer patients choosing major surgery, family medicine NPs (33.8%; 95% CI 20.3 to 47.2; p=0.039), family medicine PAs (53.7%; 95% CI 40.0 to 67.4; p<0.000) and family medicine physicians (47.5%; 95% CI 33.1 to 61.9; p=0.002) were all significantly more likely than the surgical NP (15.5%; 95% CI 5.0 to 26.0) reference group to provide the correct answer of ‘true’; family medicine PAs (53.7%; 95% CI 40.0 to 67.4) were more likely than both family medicine NPs (33.8%; 95% CI 20.3 to 47.2; p=0.045) and surgeons (30.2%; 95% CI 16.8 to 43.7; p=0.026) to do so. While a majority of all participants incorrectly responded that it is best to use relative risk when communicating information about risks, family medicine PAs (32.6%; 95% CI 19.7 to 45.5; p=0.024) were more likely than the surgical NP (13.2%; 95% CI 3.9 to 22.6) reference group to answer correctly. However, family medicine PAs (53.2%; 95% CI 39.6 to 66.8; p=0.032) performed worse than the surgical NP (73.0%; 95% CI 60.4 to 85.6) reference group on the other risk communication knowledge item, as only half correctly identified that most people will understand natural frequency better than a percentage.

Figure 2  True/False knowledge items: Per cent correct by clinician type, adjusted by participant characteristics. NP, nurse practitioner; PA, physician assistant.

22.3 to 33.3) or that SDM interventions have not been shown to affect health outcomes (17.6%; 95% CI 13.3 to 22.7).

their surgical NP (92.4%; 95% CI 85.2 to 99.6) colleagues to correctly identify that SDM leads to improved affective-cognitive outcomes. Full logistic regression results are available in online supplementary materials 1.

SDM definitions

Fewer than half of all participants provided a definition of SDM that explicitly described patient and clinician jointly involved in the decision-making process (41.5%, 95% CI 35.6% to 47.7%). Of those responses (113/272; 41.5%), only nine also included a reference to the evidence on which shared decisions should be based. We did not identify substantial differences in mean knowledge scores by SDM definition, as the few respondents who defined SDM as patient and clinician jointly involved and included a reference to evidence had a mean knowledge score of 5.44 (95% CI 4.35 to 6.54), those who correctly identified the participants in SDM but did not mention evidence averaged 5.94 (95% CI 5.69 to 6.18) and those who defined SDM incorrectly averaged 5.83 (95% CI 5.62 to 6.04).

Thematic analysis of the open-ended SDM definition responses revealed further nuance, detailed in table 2. Four themes were identified: (1) Input or involvement from multiple people; (2) Clinician(s) making the decision for the patient; (3) Patient making the decision autonomously or with clinician support; and (4) Information exchange between patient and clinician(s). The first theme related to the involvement of multiple clinical team members in the decision-making process without referring to the patient and instead specifically referring to multidisciplinary collaboration between healthcare professionals. In an illustrative quote, one participant described SDM as ‘decisions arrived at with input from multiple health[care] team members’. A related theme involving an individual or care team making a decision without explicit patient input was also identified, with particular emphasis on a paternalistic approach to decision-making where clinicians make decisions ‘for the patient’. A theme of information exchange often involved the clinician providing information to the patient. Far less prevalent was a subtheme of patient-to-clinician information exchange, where reference was made to patients sharing knowledge, insights or preferences as part of the decision-making process.

SDM attitudes

Attitudes by profession and clinical specialty

Overall, 84.2% (95% CI 79.3 to 88.3) of participants reported that SDM was compatible with clinical practice guidelines. Additionally, 82% (95% CI 76.9 to 86.4) of all participants disagreed when asked if they do not feel confident in their ability to engage in SDM. Family medicine NPs (93.0%; 95% CI 85.3 to 100) reported more confidence in their ability to engage in SDM than did family medicine physicians (73.6%; 95% CI 60.8 to 86.5; p=0.020) or surgeons (75.0%; 95% CI 61.9 to 88.2; p=0.038). Three-quarters (75.7%; 95% CI 70.2 to 80.7) of all participants disagreed that SDM takes too much time; however, family medicine physicians (61.2%; 95% CI 46.9 to 75.5) were significantly more likely than family medicine NPs (84.5%; 95% CI 74.4 to 94.6; p=0.016) to think SDM takes too much time. Relating to clinician empathy, nearly all participants said they imagine themselves in their patients’ shoes when providing care (96.7% agreed; 95% CI 93.8 to 98.5).

Half of our sample (50.0%; 95% CI 43.9 to 56.1) agreed that patients asking clinicians what to do, a commonly cited barrier to SDM, makes SDM challenging. However,
a majority of clinicians (71.7%; 95% CI 65.9 to 77.0) did not think that SDM could increase their legal risk. Physicians in both surgical (70.5%; 95% CI 57.0 to 84.0; p=0.025) and family medicine (69.3%; 95% CI 55.9 to 82.7; p=0.031) specialties were significantly more likely than family medicine PAs (47.0%; 95% CI 33.3 to 60.8) to be comfortable if a shared decision deviated from their preferred course of action. See figure 3 for full results of SDM attitudinal items, adjusted for observed clinician characteristics. Full logistic regression results are available in online supplementary materials.

Figure 3  Top box scores: Favourable attitudes towards SDM by clinician type, adjusted for participant characteristics. NP, nurse practitioner; PA, physician assistant; SDM, shared decision-making.

Preferred approach to decision-making
Preferred approaches to decision-making, as measured through multiple-choice responses to a clinical scenario, were consistent across professions and clinical specialties. A majority of all participants (53%; 95% CI 46.8 to 59.0) indicated that in the given clinical scenario, they would take an informative approach to decision-making, using ‘evidence-based information to help the patient understand his health condition and all possible treatment options so he can decide on a treatment plan based on his values’. A substantial proportion (37%; 95% CI 31.4
to 43.2) preferred a deliberative approach aligned with SDM, where they ‘discuss the patient’s health-related values with him and deliberate together using evidence-based information to decide on his treatment plan’. Another 7% (95% CI 4.0 to 10.3) hypothetically chose an interpretive approach, in which they would ‘help the patient understand his personal values and suggest evidence-based treatment options that fit those values’. Only 3% (95% CI 1.5 to 6.2) favoured a paternalistic approach in which they would ‘determine the patient’s clinical situation independent of his values and present him with evidence supporting [their] decision’.

**DISCUSSION**

**Key findings**

This survey was the first to compare knowledge and attitudes about SDM across diverse US-based clinician groups. We found knowledge to be limited across professions and clinical specialties. Knowledge about risk communication and the impact of SDM on health and treatment adherence outcomes was lowest. Performance on some individual knowledge items varied by clinician type, with family medicine PAs performing best on several knowledge items and surgeons sometimes least knowledgeable. However, this study did not identify clear overall knowledge differences between NP, PAs and physicians across family medicine and surgical specialties. Further, very few participants were able to provide a complete definition of SDM that included reference to patient and clinician participation and to the evidence on which shared decisions should be based.

Despite limited knowledge, confidence in performing SDM was high, particularly among family medicine NPs. Additionally, three-quarters of participants felt that engaging in SDM does not take too much time, which demonstrated a positive attitude towards SDM. Physicians in both specialties were more likely than family medicine PAs to feel that it is okay for a shared decision to stray from their preferred course of action. While half of all participants favoured an informative approach to decision-making, a substantial proportion said they would engage in a deliberative approach aligned with SDM when faced with a hypothetical clinical scenario.

**Context in existing literature**

The confidence we observe with regard to clinicians’ self-assessment of their ability to engage in SDM paired with limited knowledge and difficulty defining SDM is consistent with previous work suggesting a lack of consistency in use of the term SDM in scholarly and clinical communities. The limited knowledge we observed with regard to risk communication also corroborates prior research on SDM knowledge among medical students and health professional trainees. Further, surgeons performed more poorly than other professions or specialties on several knowledge items, which is consistent with prior research establishing low levels of support for SDM among surgeons.

More broadly, Kruger and Dunning previously demonstrated that limited knowledge of a particular domain prevents individuals from being aware of their own lack of competence in that same domain. Our findings of high confidence in performing SDM paired with limited knowledge of SDM may demonstrate this Dunning-Kruger effect. As a quarter of participants in the current study reported previous formal SDM training, that prior exposure to SDM training may have enhanced these individuals’ confidence in engaging in SDM despite low to moderate knowledge retention.

Additionally, the preference expressed by many participants for an informative approach to decision-making over a more deliberative SDM approach may reflect prior work on this topic, namely, a misconception that SDM leaves patients to make decisions on their own. Medical ethics have long held non-abandonment as a central obligation for physicians. The current study suggests a tendency for clinicians to interpret SDM as a process of informing patients and subsequently allowing them complete autonomy to make clinical decisions, which might be interpreted by a patient as abandonment. However, the guiding ethical principles of SDM recognise autonomy in the context of relationships and mutual dependencies that allow and encourage clinicians and patients to make decisions together. Additionally, despite an expressed preference in this sample for information provision over a full SDM process, it is noteworthy that very few participants preferred a paternalistic approach to clinical decision-making in which the values and preferences of the patient are not considered. Further, as respondents were asked about their preferred physician-patient relationship model at the end of the survey after respondents were primed with two batteries of SDM-related items, it is possible that this item reflects knowledge of SDM as much, if not more, than it demonstrates respondents’ preferred approaches to clinical decision-making.

While a compelling accumulation of existing literature cites time constraints as a prominent barrier to SDM, we find in this sample general disagreement with the idea that SDM takes too much time. More research among diverse and representative samples is needed to validate these findings and to further examine and delineate the contexts in which SDM is viewed as a burden due to time constraints versus those in which time is not believed to be a barrier. Further, our finding that most physicians feel it is okay for a shared decision to stray from what they feel is the most clinically appropriate course of action lies in contrast to prior literature finding that physicians tend to support SDM in situations where they do not feel strongly about one treatment alternative. In the context of prior research, our results suggest that attitudes towards SDM may be evolving, with clinicians increasingly open to this style of practice. However, knowledge is low and training should become mainstream.
Strengths and limitations

To our knowledge, this study represents the first US national survey comparing SDM knowledge and attitudes across diverse clinician groups including NPs, PAs and physicians. The survey instrument was rigorously developed based on a literature search of high-quality evidence, primarily including systematic reviews, and was based on a previously tested survey. We used a healthcare market research company to implement the survey for ease of recruitment, survey administration and disbursement of honoraria. Use of a healthcare market research company for survey administration and disbursement of honoraria allowed the research team no access to respondents’ personally identifiable information, which may have favourable implications in limiting social desirability bias.

However, our sample was derived from an online panel of respondents and may not be representative of the full US populations of these professionals, allowing for possible selection bias. Further, we were unable to fully field the surgical PA quota in this exploratory study. Therefore, due to the small sample size, estimates of knowledge and attitudes of surgical PAs are at particular risk of bias. Multiple testing may have, in some cases, caused us to find statistical significance by chance. Additionally, it is possible to interpret the item wording ‘Shared decision-making can only be done with patients who are sufficiently educated to discuss treatment or screening options’ in multiple ways. It is not clear whether it references formal educational attainment or education provided by the clinician about a health condition and possible treatment options. Therefore, responses to this attitude item must be interpreted with caution. Similarly, there are some individual SDM studies that demonstrate an increase in adherence and other health-related outcomes as a result of clinicians’ SDM-promoting behaviours. While the knowledge items related to the impact of SDM on health behaviours and outcomes within this survey were specific to the role of patient-facing SDM interventions and were based on evidence synthesis within a high-quality Cochrane systematic review, it is possible that the existence of related studies with contradictory findings may have inflated the proportion of incorrect answers on the knowledge items relating to the impact of SDM interventions on health behaviours and outcomes. Additionally, the true-false design of the knowledge items without a ‘don’t know’ option limits our ability to differentiate incorrectly answered items as reflective of a lack of knowledge versus an incomplete understanding of the currently available research evidence.

CONCLUSION

The positive attitudes towards SDM expressed in this select sample suggest the possibility that acceptance of SDM may be an emerging norm within the healthcare field. While we see few participants across professions and clinical specialties express negative views about SDM, we also observe high confidence in the face of limited understanding—which may negate the advantage conferred by positive attitudes. As we found knowledge of SDM to be limited despite positive attitudes towards SDM, it may be appropriate to prioritise SDM training among these professional groups in order to encourage all professions to take up SDM, rather than leaving SDM to physicians as has been done in the past.
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